Healthcare
Fully integrated document
workflows for the healthcare
industry

Healthcare is an extremely regulated and sensitive industry relying on timely and secure delivery of information to ensure the highest level of care. Paris Enterprise
for Healthcare is used extensively throughout the healthcare industry in a variety of applications - from healthcare payers, healthcare providers, patient and clinical
documentation, through to large volume prescription fulfillment and prescription printing solutions.

UB04 Standard Billing Form:

Medication Administration Reports:

Created and maintained by the National Unified Billing Committee (NUBC),
the UB04 form provides a nationally standardized method of presenting
healthcare billing information. The current UB04 replaced the UB92 form in
May 2007 and, before that, the UB82. Paris allows healthcare organizations
to merge variable EHR data with an electronic UB04 on plain paper.

Also known as a "MAR", the Medical Administration form is a record of the
administration of any medications. Replace costly and inefficient pre-printed
stationery by merging your Electronic Health Record (EHR) data with
electronic forms onto plain paper. Introduce dynamic color to highlight
critical information.

Laboratory Reports:

Avery Patient Wrist Bands:

Laboratory Reports detail the results of Laboratory tests such as blood tests.
By producing these forms with Paris on plain paper, patient details are
automatically applied to the form saving time and money while ensuring
accuracy. Add dynamic color to color code important information.

This specialized self-laminating label by Avery, when combined with Paris'
ability to merge EHR data with electronic forms, saves time and improves
accuracy during the admission process. Stronger than other thermal labels,
this wristband is robust and flexible. Add barcodes, color-coded tags and
patient photos for greater efficiency.

Physician Orders:
The process of prescribing and processing medication orders begins with a
physician writing a prescription on a Physician Order form. By producing
these forms with Paris, patient details are automatically applied to the form
saving time and ensuring accuracy.

HCFA-1500 Insurance Claim Form:
The HCFA-1500 (and CMS-1500) forms are used to document treatment
details and costs for claiming from the patient's health insurance provider.
The patient must attach all completed HCFA-1500 forms with their claim. By
producing these forms with Paris, patient details are automatically applied to
the form saving time and ensuring accuracy.

Avery Flag Labels:

Avery Patient Labels:
This specialized durable label by Avery is an inexpensive and efficient way of
generating Patient ID labels. Leverage Paris' ability to merge EHR data with
electronic forms to include barcodes, patient photos and color coding to add
the greatest value and efficiency to the process of identifying patient
records.

Tamper-Proof Prescriptions:
If your healthcare organization currently produces computer generated and
printed prescriptions using expensive pre-printed prescription paper, you
may be very interested to know that, using Paris Enterprise’s tamper
resistant features, you can now print secure prescriptions on plain paper.

The Avery Flag Label stock includes specialized adhesive "tails" for attaching
flags to small objects such as syringes, micro collection and hematocrit tubes.

Admission Records – Face Sheets:
Also known as the "Face Sheet" the patient Admission Record is a paper
record of Patient admission details kept with the patient's record. Paris
allows healthcare organizations to merge variable Electronic Health Record
(EHR) data (captured during the admission process) with an electronic
Admission Record form on plain paper.
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